Bandpic by Michael Laur de Manos

„Inspired by a SKINLESS song, OPTIMIST wanted to create a contrast from the beginning, which immediately
hits the listener‘s head. First, there is the word OPTIMIST, whose meaning stands for something positive and
then in contrast, the music that constantly moves in a negative tone. But even as destructive and negavtive as the
music sounds and may seem, in the end there still should be something positive and optimistic.“
Biographie:
Founded in 2010 in the Ruhrarea by:
Frank Knöffler - Drums
Sascha Hemig – Guitar
Kevin Otto - Vocals
Micha Schneider - Bass
Discographie:
2012 „MMXII“ - Demo CD
2014 „Entseelt“ - LP / CD (BDHW Rec.)
2015 „Split“ - 12“ w/ BITTERNESS EXHUMED (BDHW Rec.)
2016 „Der Zerfall“ - 7“ (AFFRONT VINYL)
2019 „Vermächtnis“ - LP / CD (BDHW Rec.)
Web: http://www.facebook.com/optimist.metal
http://www.youtube.com/optimistmetal
Mail: Optimist.Destroys@gmail.com

OPTIMIST - „Vermächtnis“ LP / CD (2019 / BDHW Rec.)
1. Intro
2. Das Ende allen Seins
3. Wutrausch
4. Lethargie
5. Abschottung
6. Das Vermächtnis
7. Rattengier
8. Richtwahn
9. Freiheit zur Folter
10. Eitertränke
11. Opferkult
Bonus* (nur CD):
12. Die Krone der Schöpfung*
13. Du widerst mich an*
14. Macht und Herrschaft*
Mix und Master / Parabol Audio, Viersen
Artwork / Micha Schneider / OdeToBlack

OPTIMIST

„Vermächtnis“
Releasedatum: 01. February 2019 / BDHW REC.
FFO: NAPALM DEATH, MISERY INDEX, NAILS
For more than eight years OPTIMIST have been working continuously with their aggressive mixture of
Death Metal,Grind and Hardcore through the underground of the metal, hardcore and grind scene. With
Their second album „Vermächtnis“ the quintet from the Ruhr area breaks again the borders of the uncompromising Death Metal and proves impressively why they are one of the best kept secrets of the scene.
Also in the year 2018 German speaking Death Metal or Grindcore bands belong still to the rarities of the
extreme music circus. But bands like TOTENMOND or JAPANISCHE KAMPFHÖRSPIELE demonstrated
years ago that this mix works well.
Founded in 2010 in the Ruhrarea OPTMIST walk on something different, musical paths than the mentioned
bands but after a short phase of identification they decided early to use the German language for their extreme Music.
Already on their debut album „Entseelt“ (BDHW Rec. / 2014) the Ruhrpottler proved how hard and effective
they can shape their mix of hardcore metal. What confirmed the popularity of the listeners and the steadily
growing demand for their music. And that regardless of the fact, that
OPTIMIST had not played a single tour so far.
In the next following years OPTIMIST released a Split 12” (BDHW Rec./ 2015) with the German Metalcore
Outfit BITTERNESS EXHUMED and 7” „Der Zerfall“ (AFFRONT VINYL/ 2016) and played various shows
and festivals.
Now the long-awaited, second OPTIMIST Longplayer appears with „Vermächtnis“ and this shows that the
quintet merge the boundaries of their musical elements completely into an incomparable unity. On the ten
new songs, the Death Grind sound of OPTMIST achieves an uncompromising brutality that is unparalleled.
Even the inevitable lyrics always seek the direct confrontation take a clear position without raising the forefinger. They polarize and are unpleasant at the same time. However, on their new Record „Vermächtnis“
OPTIMIST always remain honest, authentic and somehow optimistic in a very extreme and brutal way.

